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Tensor correlations on Nuclear Structure	

Shell evolution by tensor correlations　
（spin-orbit splitting)	

Binding energies 
Deformations 
EOS	

Spin-Isospin	excita1ons	
a)  Gamow-Teller	excita1ons	
b)  Spin-Dipole	(SD)	excita1ons	
						
				Quenching	of	sum	rules　within	RPA	model	
				Mul1pole	dependence	of	SD	excita1ons	

A self-consistent framework to describe  nuclei in the whole mass region 	



T.H.R.	Skyrme,	Nucl.Phys.	9,615(1959).	
F.L.	Stancu,	D.	M.	Brink		and	H.	Flocard,	PLB68,108	(1977).	

Skyrme-type	tensor	interac1ons	

T.Lesinski, M. Bender, K. Bennaceur, T. Duguet, J. Meyer, Phys. Rev.C76, 014312(2007). 
G.Colo, H. Sagawa, S. Fracasso, P.F. Bortignon, Phys. Lett. B 646 (2007) 227. 
B.A.Brown, T. Duguet,T. Otsuka, D. Abe and T. Suzuki, Phys. Rev. C74(2006) 061303(R)  

:Triplet-even	

:Triplet-odd	

　　　　　　　　                    Two	Advantages	
1. A	simple	formula	for	spin-orbit	splicng	
2. Analy1c	formulas	for	mul1pole	expansion	for	spin-dependent	excita1ons	



Mean field   ----Spin-orbit splitting---- 
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Effect of tensor interaction on spin-orbit splitting	
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α:n-n or p-p larger with j> 
β：n-p  smaller　with j>	



G.Colo, H. Sagawa, S. Fracasso, P.F. Bortignon, Phys. Lett. B 646 (2007) 227. 
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Exp. Data : J.P.Schiffer et al., 
P.R.L.92, 162501(2004)	



Not	only	tensor,	but	also	pairing	and	par1cle-vibra1on	coupling	
effects	may	play	equally	important	roles.		It	is	marginal	just	to	look	
at	s.p.	states	to	find	out	the	tensor	correla1ons!	

1.	Experiments	:	Spectroscopic	factors	
2.	Theory	:	Consistent	Skyrme	spin-orbit	interac1on	
parameters	including	tensor	interac1ons	



Spin-isospin physics: Gamow-Teller responses 

Progress in Last century	

●　1963 GT giant resonance predicted, GT(Ikeda) sum rule 3(N-Z) 
      collectivity? 
l  ∼1980 GT giant resonances established 
l  Strength quenched/missing: 50-60% of 3(N-Z) due to Δ-h or 2p-2h ? 
l  1997 ∼90% of 3(N-Z) found (2p-2h dominance) 
 
l  Charge-exchange reactions on stable target nuclei 
l  CHEX reactions: (p,n)/(n,p) and (3He,t)/(t,3He) reactions at intermediate energy 	

l  C. Garrde, NPA396(1982)127c.	

l Wakasa et al., PR　C 55, 2909 (1997) 

GT strength quenching problem	

C. Gaarde 
NP A396, 127c(1983) 

l Wakasa et al., PR　C55, 2909 (1997) 

Courtesy	of		H.	Sakai	

●
●

●	Yako	et	al.,	



Giant Resonance	
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 Model-independent sum rule : GT(Ikeda) sum rule 

cf: Fermi transition 

=30	for	90Zr																	

	=132	for	208Pb			



The	tensor	force	and	charge-exchange	excita2ons	

	
The	 main	 peak	 is	
moved	 downward	 by	
the	 tensor	 force	 but	
the	centroid	is	moved	
upwards	!	
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Gamow-Teller	

C.L.Bai, HS, H.Q.Zhang, X.Z.Zhang, G.Colo and F.R.Xu, P.L.B675,28 (2009). 
C.L.Bai, H.Q. Zhang, X.Z.Zhang, F,R,Xu, HS and G.Colo, PRC79, 041301(R) (2009). 
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Tensor	correla1ons	on	Spin-Isospin	mode	

S3+Tensor	

O− =σ t−
O+ =σ t+

=3(N-Z)	



About	10%	of	strength	is	moved	by	the	tensor	correla1ons	to	the	energy	region	above	
30	MeV.	
Relevance	for	the	GT	quenching	problem.	

1p-1h	tensor	 1p-1h	tensor	

Energy-weighted	sum	rules	
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Mul1pole	Expansion	of	Tensor	Interac1ons	
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Why	does	Tensor	interac1on	decrease	GT	strength	in	peak	region?	
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About	10%	of	strength	is	moved	by	the	tensor	correla1ons	to	the	energy	region	above	
30	MeV.	
Relevance	for	the	GT	quenching	problem.	

1p-1h	tensor	 1p-1h	tensor	

Energy-weighted	sum	rules	
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•  Total	strength	
–  Asymmetric	single	bump	

  Extend	up	to	～50	MeV	
  Same	as	90Zr(p,n)results	

–  SIII	provides	beper	descrip1on	
•  0-	strength	

–  Quenched	
  Seems	to	be	fragmented	

•  1-	strength	
–  Soqened	compared	with	theory	

  Peak	shiq	to	lower	Ex	
•  2-	strength	

–  Hardened	compared	with	theory	
  Peak	shiq	to	higher	Ex	

Puzzle	in	SD	Strength	Distribu1ons（Wakasa,	SIR2010,18-21	Feb.,2010)	

  No Skyrme int. which reproduces both total and separated strengths 
  ΔJπ-dependent correlation ? → Require further investigations  

H. Sagawa et al., PRC 76, 024301 (2007). 



A	systema1c	study	of	tensor	interac1ons	on	
Spin-Isospin	excita1ons	

                  (T  ,    U) 
SG2+Te1  (500,-350) 
         Te2  (600,     0) 
         Te3  (650, 200) 
Sly5+Tw   (888,-408)	



BAI, SAGAWA, COLÒ, ZHANG, AND ZHANG PHYSICAL REVIEW C 84, 044329 (2011)

FIG. 3. (Color online) The charge-exchange SD strength distributions of 208Bi, calculated with the T43 interaction. The dashed, dotted, and
dashed-dotted curves show the results without tensor interaction, with the only triplet-even and only triplet-odd tensor interactions, respectively,
while the solid curve shows the results with the full tensor interaction. The discrete RPA results have been smoothed by using Lorentzian
functions having a width of 2 MeV. See the text for more details.

Let us examine further the effects of the triplet-even and
triplet-odd tensor interactions in 16O in comparison with 208Pb.
In Figs. 2 and 3, we show how the T and U tensor terms
change the peaks of the SD strength distributions in 16F and
208Bi, respectively. In the left and right panels the results of
SGII+Te3 and T43 are shown, respectively. We will first
examine 16F SD strength in Fig. 2. For 0− excitations, the
role of T and U are opposite in the case of SGII+Te3, while
both terms act repulsively in the case of T43. The T term of
SGII+Te3 gives a repulsive effect and the U term induces an
attractive effect, while both terms are repulsive in the case of
T43. This can be understood from Eq. (2) and the signs of T
and U in Table I. For 1−, the correlations become opposite
those for 0−, namely the T and U terms of SGII+Te3 give
an attractive and a repulsive effect, respectively, while both
terms are attractive in the case of T43. The energy difference
between the main peaks of 0− and 1− is 0.9 and 0.7 MeV for
SGII+Te3 and T43 without the tensor terms, while it becomes
2.5 and 3.9 MeV for SGII+Te3 and T43 with the tensor terms.
Thus the energy difference between the two main peaks in
16F reflects the sign of U term effectively since the negative
(positive) sign enhances (quenches) the difference. The 2−

strength distributions are not much affected by the tensor
correlations, while the sum rule values are slightly enhanced.

The roles of the T and U terms are demonstrated in Fig. 3 for
the case of 208Bi. For the 0− and 1− multipoles, the qualitative

features are the same as in 16F, i.e., the T and U terms push
the main peak in opposite directions in the case of SGII+Te3,
while they both push up the main peak in the case of T43.
In the 2− case, one can see appreciable tensor effects on the
strength distributions which are spread in a wide energy region
in 208Bi.

We will study next the peak energy difference δEp between
0− and 1− in both 16F and 208Bi in Table IV. The energy
difference is rather small without the tensor interactions,
namely it is about 1 MeV in both nuclei. The triplet-even
T term gives clear separations of the peak energies, that is,
3–4 MeV in 16F and 11–12 MeV in 208Bi. The triplet-odd

TABLE IV. Energy differences between the main 0− and 1−

peaks, δEp ≡ E(0−) − E(1−), in 16F and 208Bi. The four RPA
results correspond to the case without tensor interactions, with the
triplet-even T term, with the triplet-odd U term and with both T and
U terms, respectively.

W/o tensor With T With U With T and U

16F T43 0.7 3.1 1.5 3.9
SGII+Te3 0.9 4.0 −0.6 2.5

208Bi T43 1.2 11.0 4.9 13.6
SGII+Te3 1.9 12.0 −2.9 8.2

044329-4
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The charge-exchange SD strength distributions of 208Bi, calculated with the T43 interaction. The dashed, dotted, and
dashed-dotted curves show the results without tensor interaction, with the only triplet-even and only triplet-odd tensor interactions, respectively,
while the solid curve shows the results with the full tensor interaction. The discrete RPA results have been smoothed by using Lorentzian
functions having a width of 2 MeV. See the text for more details.
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C.L.Bai	et	al.,	PRL	105,	072501	(2010)	
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T(triplet-even	tensor)	is	well	constrained	by	spin-isopin	excita1ons	irrespec1ve	
of	central	part	of	Skyrme	forces.		T=500+/-100MeVfm^(5)	

U(triplet-odd)	is	not	well	constrained	by	exis1ng	sets	of	experimental	data.		

A	systema1c	study	of	tensor	interac1ons	on	
Spin-Isospin	excita1ons	by	HF+RPA	



(L = 0,S =1)J =1,T = 0 ⇒

T=1,	S=0	pair	

T=0,	S=1	pair	

p(n)　	 p(n)	

p n	

T=1	S=0	pairing	and	T=0	S=1	pairing	interac1ons		

How	we	can	disentangle	in	quantum	many-body	systems.	
				è	two	kinds	of	superfluidity?	

(L = S = 0)J = 0,T =1 ⇒



T=1	S=0	pairing		pairing	interac1ons		

T=1	pairing	(n-n,	p-p	pairing	correla1ons)	è	isovector	spin-singlet		superfluidity	
	
●		mass	(odd-even	staggering)  
●		energy	spectra	(gap	between	the	first	excited	state	and	the	ground	
					state	in	even-even	nuclei)	
●		moment	of	iner1a	
●	n-n	or	p-p	Pair	transfer	reac1ons		
●		fission	barrier	(large	amplitude	collec1ve	mo1on) 	



Ø binding energy 

Sn (N)= B(N) – B(N-1)	

pairing gap parameter	

Bohr-Mopelson,	Nuclear	Structure	I	(1969)	



Δ(pairing	gap)	

Quasi-par1cle	excita1on	

Sn	isotopes:	2+	states	
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                    rigid rotor                   vs.                      superfluid rotor 
	

　　　　Moment of Inertia	

Rota1on	of	deformed	
nucleus	

Bohr-Mopelson,	Nuclear	Structure	II	(1975)	



T=1	S=0	pairing	and	T=0	S=1	pairing	interac1ons		

T=1	pairing	(n-n,	p-p	pairing	correla1ons)	èspin	singlet	superfluid	
	
●		mass	(odd-even	staggering)  
●		energy	spectra	(gap	between	the	first	excited	state	and	the	ground	
					state	in	even-even	nuclei	
●		moment	of	iner1a	
●	n-n	or	p-p	Pair	transfer	reac1ons		
●		fission	barrier	(large	amplitude	collec1ve	mo1on) 	

T=0	pairing	(p-n	pairing	with	S=1)										èspin	triplet	superfluid	?	
	
●	N=Z		Wigner	energy	(s1ll	controversial)	
●	Energy		spectra	in	nuclei	with	N=Z	(T=0	and	J=Jmax)	
●	n-p	pair	transfer	reac1on	
●low-energy		super-allowed	Gamow-Teller	transi1on	in	N=Z	and	N=Z+2		
			between	SU(4)	supermul1ples	
			(	C.L.	Bai	et	al.)	



(L = S = 0)J = 0,T =1 ⇒ ( j = j ' )J = 0,T =1

(L = 0,S =1)J =1,T = 0 ⇒

a (l = l ' j = j ' )J =1,T = 0 + b ((l = l ' ) j, j ' = j ±1)J =1,T = 0

T=1,	S=0	pair	

T=0,	S=1	pair	

If	there	is	strong	spin-orbit	splicng,	it	is	difficult	to	make	(T=0,S=1)pair.	
	
But,	T=0	J=	1+		state	could	be	Gamow-Teller	states	in		nuclei	with	N~Z	
																																									è		strong	GT	states	in	N=Z+2	nuclei	

Two	par1cle	systems	

p(n)　	 p(n)	

p n	

SU(4)	supermul1plet	in	spin-isospin	space	

Well-known	in	light	p-shell	nuclei	(LS	coupling	dominance)	
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HS,	Y.	Tanimura	and	K.	Hagino,	PRC87,	034310	(2013)	
	

G.F.	Bertsch	and	Y.	Luo,	PRC81,	064320	(2010)	

Even	with	large	spin-orbit	
splicng	for	f	-orbits,	the	
spin-triplet	correla1ons	will	
be	larger	than	the	spin-
singlet	one	for	f>1.5	

Pairing	correla1on	energy	
of	(J,T)=(0,1)	and	(1,0)	
states	in	pf	shell	



Measured	1+1	and	0+1	levels	of	odd-odd	N=Z	nuclei	

14
7N7

	 18
9F9	 30

15P15	 34
17Cl17	 42

21Sc21	
g.	s.	
(1+,0)	

(Jπ,T)=	
(0+,1)	2.31	MeV	

1.04	MeV	
0.68	MeV	

-0.46	MeV	 -0.61	MeV	

58
29Cu29	

0.20	MeV	

•  	n-p	Pair	correla1ons		studied	by	3-body	model	
ü  T=0,	1	two	channels	
ü  T=0,	S=1	is	aprac1ve	stronger	than	T=1,	S=0	pair	
				　cf.	dueteron,	matrix	elements	in	shell	models	
ü  In	finite	nuclei	N>Z	,		the	strong	spin-orbit	coupling	
							may	quench	or	even	kill	T=0	pairing	

　　 	when		l	is		larger	,		the	spin-orbit	is	larger	and	T=0	pair	correla1ons		
																	decrease	
								 		

Y.	Tanimura,	HS,	K.	Hagino,		PTEP	053D02	(2014)	



Determina1on	of	parameters	
v0,	vls:	neutron	separa1on	energy	
vs,	vt:	pn	scapering	length	with	Ecut	(=	20	MeV)	
										vs/vt=1.7	(spin-triplet	pairing	is		
																											much	stronger	than	spin-singlet)	
xS,	xt,	α:	1+,	3+,	0+	in	18F	energies	are	fiped	

n	

p	

Core	

3体模型	

2粒子配位で	
Hを対角化	

Three-body	Model	

Diagonaliza1on	in	a		
large	model	space	



pn	pairing	interac1on	

vt
/v

s 	

Ecut=kcut2/2m	



g.	s.	
(1+,0)	

(Jπ,T)=	
		(0+,1)	2.31	MeV	

1.04	MeV	
0.68	MeV	

-0.46	MeV	 -0.61	MeV	 0.20	MeV	
B(M1)	
=0.047	 19.71	 1.32	 0.08	 6.16	

(a)	実験 (NNDC,	hBp://www.nndc.bnl.gov/)	

(b)	計算結果	

0.05	MeV	

1.04	MeV	

0.02	MeV	

-0.69	MeV	 -0.61	MeV	
0.68	MeV	

6.80	 0.58	0.15	18.19	

14
7N7

	 18
9F9	 30

15P15	 34
17Cl17	 42

21Sc21	 58
29Cu29	

(0.24)	(0.68)	

1.	E0+-E1+	and	B(M1)	
ü 　Inversion	of	1+	and	0+	

ü 	18F,	42Sc	
n Large	B(M1)		
n Accurate	E0+-E1+	(42Sc)	

Experiment	

Three-body	model	

The	inversion	of	1+	and	0+	shows	a	clear	manifesta1on	of	the	compe11on	between	
spin-orbit	and	the	spin-triplet	pairing.	

Y.	Tanimura,	HS,	K.	Hagino,		PTEP	053D02	(2014)	



Results	

イメージを表示できません。メモリ不足のためにイメージを開くことができないか、イメージが破損している可能性
があります。コンピューターを再起動して再度ファイルを開いてください。それでも赤い x が表示される場合は、イ
メージを削除して挿入してください。

Large	B(M1)	in	18F	and	42Sc	
18F：	

1+	and	0+		can	be	considered	
	as	the	states	in	the	same	SU(4)	mul1plets	
(LST)	=	(0,1,0),	(0,0,1)	
The	same	as	42Sc	in	1f-orbits	

18F	

18O	 18Ne	

...	

...	

...	(Jπ,T)	=		
(0+,1)	 (0+,1)	

(1+,0)	

(0+,1)	

SU(4)	6重項	

Large	 (small)	
SU(4)generator	

イメージを表示できません。メモリ不足のためにイメージ
を開くことができないか、イメージが破損している可能性
があります。コンピューターを再起動して再度ファイルを開

1+	à	P(S=1)	=	90.1%,	(1d)2	
0+	à	P(S=0)	=	82.2%,	(1d)2	

mul1plet	



results	

14N	 18F	 30P	 34Cl	 42Sc	 58Cu	

Valence	orbital	 p1/2	 d5/2	 s1/2	 d3/2	 f7/2	 p3/2	

orbital	 1.09	 1.28	 0.21	 2.28	 2.91	 0.09	

-2.78	 7.44	 -1.21	 -3.65	 6.34	 1.47	

5x10-5	 3x10-3	 3x10-5	 -1x10-4	 2x10-3	 -2x10-3	

B(M1)↓	(μN
2)		Exp.	 0.047	 19.71	 1.32	 0.08	 6.16	 ---	

Calc.	 0.68	 18.19	 0.24	 0.15	 6.80	 0.58	

イメージを表示できませ
ん。メモリ不足のためにイ
メージを開くことができな
いか、イメージが破損して
いる可能性があります。コ

Separate	Contribu1on	to		<f||O(M1)||i>	(μN)	

18F	and	42Sc:	large	B(M1)	

ü 	(j=l-1/2)2	spin	and	orbital	are	cancelled					
																														(Lisetskiy	et	al.,	PRC60,	064310	(’99))	
ü 	(j=l+1/2)2　spin	and	orbital	coherent		
　　　　　　　　　(Lisetskiy	et	al.,	PRC60,	064310	(’99))	
ü 	good	SU(4)	symmetry	

ü 	even	j=l+1/2	not	good		SU(4)	symmetry	

14N,	34Cl	B(M1)	small	

18F,	42Sc　B(M1)large	

58Cuは(M1)small	



2.	Gamow-Teller	B(GT)	

(Z,A)	 (Z+1,A)	

0+	

1+	

1+	

0+	

A=18,	42	:	strong	transi1on	to	1+1		
àgood	SU(4)	symmetry	
	

A=58	:	a	weak	B(GT)	to	1+1		
àno	SU(4)	symmetry	

D.R.Tilley	et	al,	NPA595,	1	(’95)	
T.	Kurtukian	et	al,	PRC80,	035502(’09)	
Y.	Fujita	et	al,	EPJ	A	13,	411	(’02)	
Y.	Fujita,	private	communica1ons	

※Halse	and	Barrep,	Ann.	Phys.	(N.	Y.)	192,	204	
(’89).	Consistent	results	



HFB+QRPA	with	T=1	and	T=0	pairing	
				T=1	pairing	in		HFB		
				T=0	pairing	in	QRPA	
How	large	is	the	spin-triplet	T=0	pairing?	

Ô(GT ) =στ ±

Coopera1on	of	T=0	and	T=1	pairing	in	Gamow-Teller	states	in	N=Z	nuclei	

C.	L.	Bai,	H.S.,	M.Sasano,	T.	Uesaka,	K.	Hagino,	H.Q.	Zhang,	X.Z.	Zhang,F.R.Xu	

As	a	possible	manifesta1on	of	T=0	S=1	pairing	
correla1ons		in	nuclei	N=Z.	

Phys.	Lep.	B719,	pp.	116-121	(2013)	



							protons																															neutrons	

1d3/2	

1f7/2	

2p3/2	
2p1/2	
1f5/2	

Fermi	energy	

BCS		vacuum	

v2	 v2	

Gamow-Teller	transi1ons	from		BCS	vacuum	
in	N=Z	nuclei	

T=1	pair	



							protons																															neutrons	

1d3/2	

1f7/2	

2p3/2	
2p1/2	
1f5/2	

Fermi	energy	

	p-h	type	excita1on	

BCS		vacuum	

v2	 v2	

Gamow-Teller	transi1ons	in	BCS	vacuum	



							protons																															neutrons	

1d3/2	

1f7/2	

2p3/2	
2p1/2	
1f5/2	

Fermi	energy	

	p-p	type	excita1on	T=0	S=1	

BCS		vacuum	

v2	 v2	

Gamow-Teller	transi1ons	in	BCS	vacuum	



							protons																															neutrons	

1d3/2	

1f7/2	

2p3/2	
2p1/2	
1f5/2	

Fermi	energy	

	p-p	type	excita1on	

T=0	S=1	

BCS		vacuum	

v2	 v2	

Gamow-Teller	transi1ons	in	BCS	vacuum	

	p-h	type	excita1on	

A	pair	of	SU(4)	supermul1plet	

T=1	S=0	





B = (Xuπvν −Yuνvπ ) π Ô(GT ) ν

C = X 2 −Y 2





Beyond	mean	field	effect:	
Niu	et	al.,	PRC85,	034314(2012)	

Sasano	et	al.,	PRC86,	034324(2012)	 With	(0.74)2	quenching	factor,	s1ll	30%missing	
strength	

Fine	adjustment	of	shell	model	int.	



No	strong	GT	transi1ons	in	6232Ge	è	6231Ga	β	decay	which	is	consistent	with	our	
picture	of	collec1vity	and	np-pairing.	

GSI	RISING	experiment,	E.	Grodner	et	al.,	PRL113,	092501(2014)	

Sum	of	B(GT)=0.52	

62Ge	è	62Ga	β	decay		





Summary:	N=Z	nucleus		

1.			Inversion	of	1+	and	0+	states	in	the	energy	spectra	and	strong	M1	
transi1ons	in	odd-odd	N=Z	nuclei	is	induced	by		a	strong	T=0	pairing	
correla1ons	compe1ng	with	T=1	pairing	and	spin-orbit	force.	

2.			Coopera1ve	role	of	T=0	and		T=1	pairings	is	studied	in	Gamow-Teller	
transi1ons	of	N=Z	nuclei	
3.			It	is	pointed	out	that	the	low	energy	peak		appear	due	to	the	strong	T=0	
						pairing	correla1ons	in	the	final	states.	
																	Supermul1plets	of	T=1,S=0	and	T=0	and	S=1	pair		
4.  Energy	difference	of	two	peaks	in	56Niè	smaller	spin-orbit	splicng	
5.  	Future	perspec1ve	(experiment):		
					New	experiments	in	N=Z	nuclei,		48Cr,		was	approved	by	PAC	in	RIKEN	.	
					Further	experiment	in	64Ge.	

a.  Further	study	of	Par1cle-vibra1on	coupling:	
							Yifei	Niu,	Gianluca	Colo	
b.  Fine		ficngs	of	energy	density	func1ons	
							for	RPA	and	QRPA	
						(which	was	done		already	for		Shell	model	interac1ons:	
						Toshio	Suzuki,	Michio	Honma	

Theory	


